**How to Win Friends in One Easy Lesson**

Treat yourself and others to wholesome, delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew. Helps keep breath sweet, teeth bright. *The Flavor Lasts.*

---

**All-Tech Smoker**

(Continued from Page 1) hoped many will also bring their futures.

Following the dinner and addresses other entertainment may be afforded as allowed by the committee. It is pointed out that this occasion offers an excellent opportunity for the incoming student to make a tentative choice of his extra-curricular activities for the four years of his college career. The importance of this choice cannot be overrated.

---

**“Hard-to-Get”**

Frequently in experimental and development work, progress is halted for lack of some vital but seldom used part. For such items, try Lafayette's SPECIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT. We pride ourselves in maintaining a complete line of small parts of every description, in addition to full stock of the parts and supplies of almost every manufacturer in the field.

Try Lafayette next time for your "hard-to-get" or standard parts and supplies. They are all in our Catalog. Phone Hubbard 0474.

**CALL ON Lafayette Radio FOR SPEED & ECONOMY**

110 Federal St., Boston HUBBARD 0474
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**For School-Parker's SUPER-CHARGED Pen**

More Room for Ink because NO rubber seal, hence a Pen that won't run dry in lecture, test, exam! Guaranteed by Life Contract. Testing backs assured won't get a student anywhere if kilo pen runs dry in the classroom, No luck better, some problems you. It will only return you 100 on Test day. In college after college, count to count, the Parker Warranty is void No. 1 by students because of these modern features:

1. Inexpensive-fills up like a fountain pen.
2. One-handed Steelous Fillers—easiest to operate.
3. Television Broadcast—always to watch.
4. Laboratory Writing—New Nature, 12 Goulash Pinted with all-weather Osmi-um Pointed penmanship.
5. Pen Style--durable, fine pen and for ELEGANCE. Go and try it today at any near-by you campus. But use discretion by looking for Parker's Blue Diamond or or or the pen. That's our Life Guarantee Contract.
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